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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Myelosuppression in patients treated with 177Lutetium-lilotomab satetraxetan
can be predicted with absorbed dose to the red marrow as the only variable

Johan Blakkisruda,b , Ayca Løndalena,c, Jostein Dahled, Anne Catrine Martinsena,e�, Arne Kolstadf and
Caroline Stokkea,b

aDivision of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway; bDepartment of Physics, University of Oslo, Oslo,
Norway; cFaculty of Medicine, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway; dNordic Nanovector ASA, Oslo, Norway; eFaculty of Health Sciences, Oslo
Metropolitan University, Oslo, Norway; fDepartment of Oncology, Radiumhospitalet, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway

ABSTRACT
Background: The aim of this study was to investigate dosimetry data and clinical variables to predict
hematological toxicity in non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) patients treated with [177Lutetium]Lu-liloto-
mab satetraxetan.
Material and methods: A total of 17 patients treated with [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan in a first-
in-human phase 1/2a study were included. Absorbed dose to the red marrow was explored using
SPECT/CT-imaging of the lumbar vertebrae L2–L4 over multiple time points. Percentage reduction of
thrombocytes and neutrophils at nadir compared to baseline (PBN) and time to nadir (TTN) were
chosen as indicators of myelosuppression and included as dependent variables. Two models were
applied in the analysis, a multivariate linear model and a sigmoidal description of toxicity as a function
of absorbed dose. A total of 10 independent patient variables were investigated in the multivari-
ate analysis.
Results: Absorbed dose to the red marrow ranged from 1 to 4Gy. Absorbed dose to the red marrow
was found to be the only significant variable for PBN for both thrombocytes and neutrophils. The sig-
moid function gave similar results in terms of accuracy when compared to the linear model.
Conclusion: Myelosuppression in the form of thrombocytopenia and neutropenia in patients treated
with [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan can be predicted from the SPECT/CT-derived absorbed dose esti-
mate to the red marrow.
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Introduction

Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) is a treatment modality where an
antibody guides a radioactive nuclide to the tumor cells,
delivering a tumoricidal amount of localized radiation [1,2].
The treatment has proven itself a promising part of the can-
cer therapy armamentarium in the treatment of the radiosen-
sitive NHL [3,4].

Two RIT agents have been granted approval by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration for treatment of refractory or
relapsed low-grade, follicular, or transformed B-cell NHL:
[131Iodine]I-tositumomab (BexxarVR ) and [90Yttrium]Y-ibritumo-
mab tiuxitan (ZevalinVR ) [5]. Both RITs target B-cell NHL by
binding to epitopes on the CD20 antigen. The RIT agents
carry two different radionuclides, 131I and 90Y. 90Y is a pure
b-emitter that deposits 90% of its energy in a sphere with a
radius of 5.2mm while 131I is a b emitter with shorter pene-
tration (a sphere of 1.0mm radius) and also emits c-radiation
suitable for medical imaging [6]. Both treatments can also

induce cytotoxic events by binding the antibody itself,
besides the treatment mechanism provided by the localized
radiation from the beta-emitting nuclides [5].

[177Lutetium]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan (BetalutinVR ) is a RIT
targeting the CD37-antigen [7]. CD37 is expressed on mature
B-cells and the majority of B-cell NHL, and previous studies
of CD37-targeting treatments have shown promising results
in both clinical and preclinical studies [8–13]. Targeting CD37
may be an especially promising alternative for relapsed indo-
lent NHL patients, as previous treatment with anti-CD20
drugs can lead to resistance against further anti-CD20 treat-
ment [14]. This RIT is currently being investigated in three tri-
als, including the multi-center, non-randomized, open-label,
first in human phase 1/2a-study LYMRIT-37-01
(NCT01796171). The radionuclide carried by [177Lu]Lu-liloto-
mab satetraxetan is 177Lu. This radionuclide is, similarly to
131I and 90Y, also a b-emitter that deposits 90% of its radi-
ation energy in a sphere with a radius of 0.6mm. It also has
c-emission suitable for medical imaging. These imaging
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capabilities of 177Lu allow in-depth studies of biodistribution
and consequently the absorbed dose to different tissues in
each patient post-treatment.

Myelosuppression has been established as the primary
dose-limiting toxicity in other RIT treatments [15–17]. Early
studies indicated that this toxicity was not dependent on the
amount of administered radioactivity, precluding prediction
based on administered radioactivity alone [18]. This variation
could possibly be explained by two factors. One is patient-
specific biodistribution of the RIT, resulting in different
absorbed doses to the bone marrow between patients. Red
marrow absorbed dose or indirect markers has been shown
to correlate with hematological toxicity in various targeted
therapies with radionuclides [19–23]. The second factor is
interpatient differences in bone marrow reserve. This reserve
will vary between patients and can be dependent on previ-
ous treatment, for example, external beam radiation therapy
or myelotoxic chemotherapy [24]. As RIT is primarily used in
relapsed patients, many will have undergone substantial pre-
vious treatments.

Myelosuppression has also been identified as the dose-
limiting toxicity in [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan, resulting
in transient thrombocytopenia and neutropenia [25].
Previously, we have shown for a smaller group of eight
patients that the absorbed dose to red marrow, derived by
quantitative imaging, is related to this toxicity [26].
Therefore, the aim of the current work was to devise a
model to predict myelosuppression in patients treated with
[177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan considering both patient
pretreatment characteristics and individual absorbed dose to
red marrow.

Methods

Patient population

A total of 17 CD37-positive patients with relapsed indolent
NHL treated with [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan at Oslo
University Hospital between 2012 and 2017 in the open-
label, non-randomized LYMRIT 37-01-study were included.
Key inclusion criteria in the LYMRIT-37-01-study were follicu-
lar lymphoma grade I-IIIA, marginal zone lymphoma, small
lymphocytic lymphoma, and mantle cell lymphoma
�18 years with <25% tumor infiltration in the bone marrow
determined by bone marrow biopsy. Key exclusion criteria
were central nervous system involvement of lymphoma, his-
tory of human anti-mouse antibodies, previous irradiation of
more than 25% of the bone marrow, absolute neutrophil
counts below 1.5 � 109/l, platelet count below 150 � 109/l,
total bilirubin above 30mmol/l, liver values ALP and ALAT
above four times of normal values, and elevated creatinine.
The study was approved by the regional ethical committee
and all patients participated upon informed consent form.

The majority of the included patients had follicular sub-
type Grade 1–2 (n¼ 14), two had mantle cell lymphoma and
one had marginal zone lymphoma. Patients from four treat-
ment arms with different pretreatment and pre-dosing regi-
mens were included. All patients received a single injection
of [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan. This was a phase 1/2a

activity escalation trial, where the amount of activity was
based on patient body mass; either 10, 15, or 20 MBq per
kilogram. Patients in Arm 1 received pretreatment with
375mg per m2 body surface area of rituximab 28 and
21 days before pre-dosing with 40mg non-radioactive liloto-
mab followed by an administration of [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab
satetraxetan. Patients in arm 2 received the same pretreat-
ment as those in arm 1, but no pre-dosing. Patients in arm 3
had a single administration of rituximab (375mg/m2) pre-
treatment 14 days before the day of administration
of [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan, and a pre-dosing with
rituximab (375mg/m2). In arm 4, patients were pretreated
with rituximab (375mg/m2) 14 days before treatment with
[177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan and received a pre-dosing of
100mg/m2 body surface area non-radioactive lilotomab.

Analysis of hematological toxicity and blood
pharmacokinetic parameters

Blood samples to monitor thrombocytes and neutrophil
counts were collected before treatment, and posttreatment
on days 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7, and then weekly from weeks 4 to
12. Additional blood samples were taken if deemed neces-
sary. Hematologic adverse events (thrombocytopenia and
neutropenia) were graded by the Common Terminology
Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE), version 4.0 [27]. The PBN
and TTN were used as measures of toxicity.

Pharmacokinetic parameters were calculated as previously
described [25]. In brief, total radioactivity in the blood was
sampled at several time points and AUC and half-life in
blood were calculated by noncompartmental modeling using
the ‘linear up log down’-method implemented in Phoenix
WinLonLin 64 version 8.1 build 8.1.0.3530 (Certera). These
parameters were available for 15 of the included patients.

Bone marrow dosimetry

Image-based quantification of the radioactivity in lumbar ver-
tebrae L2–L4 at multiple time points post-injection was car-
ried out as previously described [26]. In brief, patients were
imaged on a dual-headed Symbia T16 SPECT/CT-scanner.
Attenuation and scatter-corrected images were acquired
nominally (mean, range) 96 (100, 94–122) and 168 (173,
145–193) hours p.i. Images were reconstructed using the
vendor’s software (Siemens Medical Esoft). A nuclear medi-
cine specialist delineated the volumes of interest in a slice-
by-slice manner. Care was taken to not include the activity
of adjacent physiological or tumor tissue. The total numbers
of disintegrations (time-integrated activity) were found from
the resulting mono-exponentially fitted time-activity curves.
Factors to convert the total number of disintegrations to
absorbed dose were calculated with the cellularity factor pro-
posed by the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) [28]. In Supplementary Appendix A, a
detailed description of the methodology is shown.
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Statistical analysis

The following ten patient characteristics and variables were
considered potential predictors of toxicity and included as
independent variables:

1. Age at treatment (years).
2. Baseline cell-counts.

i. Baseline cell-count of thrombocytes (109/l).
ii. Baseline cell-count of neutrophils (109/l).

3. History of prior external beam radiation treatment
(yes/no).

4. Total number of previous chemotherapy treatments
(including rituximab).

5. Elapsed time since last chemotherapy (months).
6. Absorbed dose to the red marrow (Gy).
7. Activity dosage level (either 10, 15 or 20 MBq/kg

body mass).
8. Total administered radioactivity (MBq).
9. Area under the curve for [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxe-

tan in blood (AUC) (h kBq/ml).
10. Half-life of [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan in blood

(t1/2) (h).

Multiple linear regression analyses were performed with
PBN and TTN as the dependent variables. The model is
formed as a linear sum:

Y ¼
X

i

ai � Xi þ b (1)

with fitting variables ai and b and independent variables Xi:
Thrombocytes and neutrophils were treated separately.

Variable selection was done by choosing the models that
had all variables with a significance level (p) less than 0.05.
Multiple significant models for the same dependent variable
were evaluated based on the Akaike Information Criteria
(AIC). The variance of inflation factor in model candidates
was evaluated to ensure that predictors with multicollinearity
were not included. The best model was tested with a leave-
1-out analysis where one patient was left out and coeffi-
cients were calculated and used to predict the PBN of the
patient that had been removed. This was repeated for all
patients and the predicted and observed CTCAE grade of
myelosuppression was compared.

As the initial multivariate analysis found absorbed dose to
the red marrow to be the only significant parameter for PBN,
a sigmoid relationship between absorbed dose to red

marrow and PBN was also explored. This was performed with
a simple sigmoid function [29]:

PBN ¼ 100� 100 � DN

DN þ DN
50

(2)

with D being the absorbed dose to red marrow and D50 and
N being fitting parameters. D50 is the absorbed dose result-
ing in a 50% reduction.

To compare the two models, the sums of mean square
errors were used. Intra-patient variability for multiple sites
was investigated by examining the absolute difference
between the maximum and the minimum dose calculated in
the same patient.

Results

A summary of the patient characteristics and variables for
the 17 patients included in the prediction analysis are shown
in Table 1. Red marrow absorbed dose was calculated for all
patients and ranged from 1.0 to 3.7 Gy. As an illustration, the
thrombocyte counts relative to baseline and activity distribu-
tion 4 days after treatment for two patients are shown in
Figure 1.

Myelosuppression

PBN ranged from 4% to 56% and 1% to 53% for thrombo-
cytes and neutrophils respectively. Median PBN values were
21% (thrombocytes) and 26% (neutrophils). The Median and
range of TTN were 37 (28–251) and 44 (34–62) days for
thrombocytes and neutrophils respectively. All patients expe-
rienced thrombocytopenia, grade 4 (n¼ 5), 3 (n¼ 2), 2 (n¼ 4)
or 1 (n¼ 6). Fourteen patients experienced neutropenia,
grade 4 (n¼ 2), 3 (n¼ 8) or 2 (n¼ 4) whereas three patients
did not experience any neutropenia (grade 0).

Percentage reduction at nadir

Figure 2 shows the predicted and observed values for the
individual predictor candidates. The multivariate linear ana-
lysis showed that absorbed dose to red marrow was the only
significant predictive parameter of PBN for both thrombo-
cytes (F-test, p¼ 0.0415, AIC ¼ 138.1, r2 ¼ 0:249) and neutro-
phils (F-test, p¼ 0.0178, AIC ¼ 134.3, r2 ¼ 0:321). Figure
3(a,b) shows the PBN as a function of absorbed dose to the
red marrow. The root-mean-square error was 12.5 and 11.2

Table 1. Patient characteristics and variables of the 17 patients included in the prediction analysis.

Patient charecteristics included as potential predictors Mean STD Range min Range max n

Age at treatment (years). 68.7 9.7 48.3 87.5
Baseline cell-count of thrombocytes (109/l) 232 52.3 127 369
Baseline cell-count of neutrophils (109/l) 4 1.7 1.7 8.1
History of prior external beam radiation treatment. (yes/no) 5
Total number of previous chemotherapy treatments (including rituximab) 2.1 1.1 1 5
Elapsed time since last chemotherapy (days) 635.4 508.7 89 1830
Absorbed dose to the red marrow (Gy) 2.2 0.8 1.0 3.7
Activity dosage level (either 10, 15 or 20 MBq/kg body mass) 15.3 3.6 10 20
Total administered activity (MBq) 1238.2 291.2 746 1769
Area under the curve for [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan in blood (AUC) (h kBq/ml) 9737.3 4972.7 3860 20,200
Half-life of [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan in blood (t1/2) (h) 53.9 12.3 26.3 75.8
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for thrombocytes and neutrophils respectively. In the leave-
1-out analysis, the exact thrombocytopenia and neutropenia
grade was predicted in 3/17 and 6/17 for thrombocytopenia
and neutropenia respectively. Haematological toxicity grade
± 1 was predicted in 12/17 (thrombocytopenia) and 15/17
(neutropenia).

Time to nadir

Multivariate analysis of the ten parameters yielded one sig-
nificant model of TTN of neutrophils: Absorbed dose to red
marrow as the single parameter (F-test, p¼ 0.00753, AIC ¼
111.0, r2 ¼ 0:388). Figure 3(c,d) shows the TTN plotted
against the absorbed dose to red marrow. For thrombocytes,
no significant model between the ten parameters and TTN
was found (the lowest p for the linear model was 0.096).

Sigmoid fit

The sigmoid function was fitted with coefficients D50 ¼ 0.59
and N ¼ 0.95 and D50 ¼ 0.66 and N ¼ 0.96 for thrombocytes
and neutrophils respectively (Figure 4). The root means
squared errors of the sigmoid function were 12.6 and 11.4
for thrombocytes and neutrophils. A similar leave-1-out ana-
lysis as for the linear model was performed, resulting in an
agreement of 12/17 and 15/17 for thrombocytopenia and
neutropenia grade ± 1, and 3/17 and 8/17 for exact agree-
ment between predicted and observed toxicity grade.

Discussion

Absorbed dose to red marrow was the only variable that pre-
dicted hematological toxicity for both thrombocytes and
neutrophils in patients treated with [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab sate-
traxetan. The absorbed dose was also found to be predictive
of the TTN of neutrophils.

Correlations between myelosuppression and potential risk
factors including absorbed dose to the red marrow have
been investigated previously, both for RIT- and other

radionuclide treatments. In a phase III study with [90Y]Y-ibri-
tumomab tiuxitan no correlation was found between
absorbed dose and myelosuppression; possibly due to limita-
tions with the absorbed dose calculation [30,31]. In another
study with 131I-labelled anti carcinoembryonic antigen RIT
absorbed dose to the red marrow, baseline blood cell counts,
multiple bone metastasis, and chemotherapy within the last
3–6months of treatment were found to be predictors of
myelosuppression [32]. In a study with [131I]I-tositumomab
(n¼ 14) and [90Y]Y-ibritumomab tiuxitan (n¼ 18), the elapsed
time from the last chemotherapy was identified as the only
predictive parameter [33]. However, the authors argued, the
range of absorbed dose to the red marrow was narrow
(mean 1.6 ± 0.4 Gy and 2.1 ± 0.4 Gy for [131I]I-tositumomab
and [90Y]Y-ibritumomab tiuxitan, respectively), and therefore
not a factor of variability. Using whole-body absorbed dose
as a surrogate for absorbed dose to the bone marrow, a rela-
tionship between this parameter and myelosuppression was
found for patients treated with [131I]I-metaiodobenzylguani-
dine, whereas no relationship was found for administered
radioactivity [20]. In a study with [90Y]Y-DOTATOC, a peptide
receptor radionuclide therapy, a correlation was observed
between the level of platelets at nadir and absorbed dose to
red marrow [19]. Unlike previous studies, we found absorbed
dose to red marrow to be the only variable to significantly
predict PBN also after having adjusted for other candidate
factors. Further, neither activity dosage level (MBq/kg) nor
amount of total administered radioactivity were predictive of
myelosuppression. Hence other means, that is, image-based
dosimetry taking the individual biodistribution into account
as we have done in this study, is most likely the best method
to predict hematological toxicity for patients receiving
[177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan. We have previously shown
that specific pre-dosing with unlabeled lilotomab resulted in
reduced absorbed dose to the red marrow and thus pre-
dosing was not included as an independent variable [34].
When we included several parameters in the multivariate
analyses, this did not strengthen the prediction models. For
the neutrophils there was a model that was borderline

Figure 1. Left: The thrombocyte and neutrophil counts in blood, relative to baseline, were used to indicate myelosuppression. The relative thrombocyte count after
treatment with [177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan is shown for two patients, patient 2 and 14. The absorbed dose of the two patients is indicated in the figure.
Right: Volume renderings of the activity distributions of the two patients. The white arrow on patient 2 points to a vial filled with a known amount of 177-Lu activ-
ity, included for technical quality assurance. Note that the SPECT-image does not cover the whole CT in patient 2. The image intensities in both images have been
scaled to the same range.
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significant including neutrophils at baseline (F-test p-value ¼
0.01, absorbed dose p-value ¼ 0.008, baseline neutrophils
p-value ¼ 0.058) while as for the thrombocytes the second

most promising model included absorbed dose, history of
previous EBRT-therapy and baseline neutrophil counts (F-test
p-value ¼ 0.08, absorbed dose p-value ¼ 0.036, the other p-

Figure 2. Absorbed dose to red marrow (upper left panel) was found as the only significant predictive parameter of PBN. None of the other parameters, shown
here with predicted and observed PBN-values, were predictive of PBN. The r2- and p-values are indicated for each parameter. Thrombocytes and neutrophils are
shown as unfilled and filled dots respectively.
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values > 0.18). Pharmacokinetic parameters did not yield sig-
nificant predictors in the linear toxicity model. This could
potentially be due to that pharmacokinetics alone is an
incomplete description of the distribution of [177Lu]Lu-liloto-
mab satetraxetan in the red marrow for individual patients.

Absorbed doses to red marrow ranged from approxi-
mately 1 to 4Gy in our study. This is higher than previously
reported for a subgroup of patients from the same trial [26],
as a correction factor for reference cellularity was here
included in the dose calculation. While this has shifted the
absolute values, the relative interpatient differences remain
unchanged with some differences due to whole-body contri-
bution and patient sex. The upper absorbed doses are some-
what higher than the toxicity limit of 2 Gy used in dosimetry-
guided radioiodine treatment of differentiated thyroid cancer
protocols [35]. Our absorbed doses are however in the same
order of magnitude as those reported for patients treated

with high dose [131I]I-metaiodobenzylguanidine therapy for
neuroblastoma (range 2.06–5.02 Gy) [22]. With a hybrid,
SPECT/CT-imaging technique of patients treated with the RIT
[131I]I-rituximab, absorbed doses were found to be compar-
able to ours (range 1.09–1.90 Gy) [23]. Direct comparison of
absorbed doses from previous studies of other therapies is
however to be done with caution. This is mainly due to dif-
ferences in biological vectors and radionuclides, which leads
to differences in absorbed dose rate and energy deposition,
which in turn can result in variations in radiobiological
effects. Moreover, while the recent improvements in radio-
activity quantification technology have enabled more direct
and accurate measurements of radioactivity, there are still
methodological differences to be considered [36]. Overall,
our findings indicate an upper limit in the same order of
magnitude as previous relevant publications, approximately
3 Gy when our methodology is used.

Figure 3. The dominating predictor was absorbed dose to the red marrow. The four toxicity indicators are here shown plotted against this predictor: PBN of throm-
bocytes (a) and neutrophils (b) and TTN for thrombocytes (c) and neutrophils (d). PBN for thrombocytes and neutrophils and TTN for neutrophils were all found to
be significantly correlated to red marrow absorbed dose. One patient (P19) had a thrombocyte TTN value of 251 days and is excluded from panel C.

Figure 4. A sigmoid relationship between red marrow absorbed dose and PBN was explored. The s-shaped response curve is shown plotted against PBN of throm-
bocytes (a) and neutrophils (b). The root mean squared errors of the s-curves were almost identical to the linear response curves.
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After having established that absorbed dose dominated in
the multivariate analyses, we proceeded to further investi-
gate the best model for this predictor. Relationships between
absorbed dose and normal tissue complications are usually
expected to follow sigmoid functions, of which parameters
are found for specific clinical situations [37]. The sigmoid
function used in our work has previously been reported to
describe the relationship between absorbed dose to red mar-
row and decrease in thrombocytes in metastatic prostate
cancer patients treated with [186Rhenium]Re-HEDP [29]. The
value for D50, the absorbed dose resulting in a 50% reduc-
tion of platelets, was there reported to be 2.09Gy in a group
of previously untreated patients, four times the value found
in the current work. This difference could be explained by
the fact that the patients included in the current study have
been heavily pretreated, and thus more radiosensitive. An
alternative explanation may be differences between the
radiobiological effects of the different radionuclides and car-
rier molecules. The sigmoid model had a similar root mean
square error as the linear model, however, the sigmoid
model showed slightly superior predictive abilities in the
cross-validation compared to the linear model. The two mod-
els seem to overlap in the range of the recorded absorbed
doses. Due to the comparable predictive power and the sim-
plicity of the linear description, we recommend that the lin-
ear description should be considered the preferred working
model except at very high or very low absorbed doses.

Absorbed dose to red marrow enabled identification of
high-risk patients for myelotoxicity after therapy with
[177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan as it could be calculated as
early as 7 days post-treatment, before the onset of neutro-
penia and thrombocytopenia. Severe myelosuppression was
uncommon for our patient group [25] who received a single
dose of radioimmunotherapy. However, the prediction of
hematologic toxicity might become particularly interesting
for repeated administrations. Dosimetry after the first treat-
ment cycle can then, in a multi-cycle treatment protocol, be
used to predict the toxicity of future cycles, and thus be
used to tailor the number and size of the cycles. Such an
approach has been explored in peptide receptor radionuclide
therapy [38]. Results in a murine model have suggested that
fractionated therapy is a possible treatment strategy for
[177Lu]Lu-lilotomab satetraxetan [39]. In such a treatment set-
ting, patients could benefit from being stratified into groups
that can allow for more intensive treatment for those that
have a more favorable therapeutic index.

Conclusion

It is possible to predict levels of thrombocytopenia and neu-
tropenia by applying absorbed dose to red marrow as the
only predictor. No other investigated patient characteristics
or variables strengthened this correlation in this study.
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